Writing Feedback
This is our feedback guide for writing. We use it, as appropriate, with children of all ages and
stages. Children use this as well as adults. We always try to talk to each other about the feedback
as we write it. Sometimes our feedback is just oral, sometimes just written and sometimes both.
Oops! Take another look at this…..
Missing punctuation or word

Code or symbol

^

Check the punctuation

P

Sp

Check the spelling

Check the grammar. Are the words in the
wrong order, or do you need different words?
New paragraph needed

G
//

This is where you need to check
(wiggly underline)
Something to read and respond to

Great writing

☺ or

Pink adult writing

Tickled pink
Something was super

Green adult writing

Green for growth
Something could be better

Purple pupil writing

Purple polishing pen: this is the part which
has been edited for improvement by the
author

Always read your work and make
sure it is your best before you
get someone else to check it!

Mathematics Feedback
This is our feedback guide for maths. We use it, as appropriate, with children of all ages and stages.
Children use this as well as adults. We always try to talk to each other about the feedback as we
write it. Sometimes our feedback is just oral, sometimes just written and sometimes both.

Oops! Take another look at this…..
Missing digit or number

Code or symbol

^

Check this

?

Explain your thinking a little more

exp

Something to read and respond to

Great aspect of maths (simple comment if

required)

☺ or

This is where you need to check
(wiggly underline)
Pink adult writing

Tickled pink
Something was super

Green adult writing

Green for growth
Something could be better

Children correct their work in pencil near the marking code

Always read your work and make
sure it is your best before you
get someone else to check it!

